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NRCREP - Comments on Docket No. 030-36974 (Food Irradiation Facility)

From: Kaliko Amona <kalikoamona@hawaii.rr.com>
To: <NRCREP @nrc.gov>
Date: 02/08/2007 3:23 PM
Subject: Comments on Docket No. 030-36974 (Food Irradiation Facility) 07

Please find attached and below my comments re: Docket No. 030-36974

Email to: NRCREP@nrc.gov
RE: Docket No. 030-36974

Comments on proposed food irradiator facility in Honolulu

I do not support building another food irradiator in Hawai'i. My concerns are for the health of Hawaii's residents & visitors, as well as the health of

our environment and economy.

I believe that the proposed irradiator facility and the radioactive materials it would contain pose a significant threat to Hawaii's environment and

to human health, especially in the event of a tsunami or airport/airplane-related accident.

Further, I am concerned about the end products such a facility would produce-irradiated food and radioactive waste. The current environmental
assessment does not address the potential impacts eating irradiated foods can have on one's health. I understand that long-term effects of
eating such food by humans are largely unknown because the research has not been done, but that studies on test animals have exposed
genetic mutations and cancers. The hazards of radioactive waste, however, are well known. Storing and safeguarding the public and our
environment from such waste will require significant resources and commitment from the facility's operators for decades.

I am very supportive of agriculture in Hawai'i, but do not think an irradiation facility will help our farmers or the State economically. For the
reasons outlined above, the public has consistently refused to purchase food treated with radiation and will likely do the same for irradiated food
from Hawai'i. Hawaii's image as "The Health State" or a healthy "paradise" for visitors is also at risk.

For these reasons, I encourage Governor Lingle to reject the NRC's proposal to build a nuclear food facility anywhere in Hawai'i. If this project is
to move forward, I call for full environmental assessment of irradiation, alternatives to nuclear irradiation, and economic impacts.

Thank you for considering my comments and the importance of protecting public health, our economy and environment.

Thank you,
J. Kaliko Amona
Halei'wa, Hawai'i 96712 m
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Email to: NRCREP@nrc.gov
RE: Docket No. 030-36974

Comments on proposed food irradiator facility in Honolulu

I do not support building another food irradiator in Hawai'i. My concerns are for
the health of Hawaii's residents & visitors, as well as the health of our
environment and economy.

I believe that the proposed irradiator facility and the radioactive materials it would
contain pose a significant threat to Hawaii's environment and to human health,
especially in the event of a tsunami or airport/airplane-related accident.

Further, I am concerned about the end products such a facility would produce-
irradiated food and radioactive waste. The current environmental assessment
does not address the potential impacts eating irradiated foods can have on one's
health. I understand that long-term effects of eating such food by humans are
largely unknown because the research has not been done, but that studies on
test animals have exposed genetic mutations and cancers. The hazards of
radioactive waste, however, are well known. Storing and safeguarding the public
and our environment from such waste will require significant resources and
commitment from the facility's operators for decades.

I am very supportive of agriculture in Hawai'i, but do not think an irradiation
facility will help our farmers or the State economically. For the reasons outlined
above, the public has consistently refused to purchase food treated with radiation
and will likely do the same for irradiated food from Hawai'i. Hawaii's image as
"The Health State" or a healthy "paradise" for visitors is also at risk.

For these reasons, I encourage Governor Lingle to reject the NRC's proposal to
build a nuclear food facility anywhere in Hawai'i. If this project is to move forward,
I call for full environmental assessment of irradiation, alternatives to nuclear
irradiation, and economic impacts.

Thank you for considering my comments and the importance of protecting public
health, our economy and environment.

Thank you,
J. Kaliko Amona
Halei'wa, Hawai'i 96712

cc: KAHEA The Hawaiian-Environmental Alliance


